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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 

1. These Reply Comments are filed by Bell Canada pursuant to the procedure laid out in 

the 28 May 2010 Canada Gazette, Part I, with respect to Notice No. DGTOP-004-10, Petition to 

the Governor in Council concerning Telecom Decision CRTC 2010-11 (the Petition). 

 

2. In its Petition, TELUS Communications Company (TELUS) asserts that the 

Commission's two recent decisions1 relating to the continued provision of services to PWGSC 

by Bell Canada harm the Government of Canada, large customers and competition because 

"[t]hrough a combination of excessive rates and a misapprehension of the time required to 

transition suppliers, the CRTC has sanctioned a massive overpayment to Bell for services not 

actually received or used by DND."2 

 

3. TELUS' Petition must be recognized for what it is, yet another regulatory attempt in what 

is now a long line of similar efforts by TELUS to avoid the consequences of its inability to 

provide the services it had committed to deliver to PWGSC in what anyone would consider a 

reasonable timeframe.  Unhappy with the price set by the Commission in Telecom Decision 

CRTC 2009-85, Public Works and Government Services Canada – Application for a 

Commission determination regarding telecommunications services provided by Bell Canada, 

and unsuccessful in trying to subsequently reduce its financial exposure through review and 

vary applications (i.e. being denied in Telecom Decision 2010-11), TELUS is now trying to cast 

these two Commission decisions as raising broad policy concerns.  But there are no such broad 

public policy issues here which warrant Cabinet's time or intervention.  In reality the decisions 

are simply narrow, fact-specific rate-setting rulings that fall squarely within the Commission's 

area of expertise3 and for which Cabinet, with all due respect, is not the appropriate agency. 

 
4. Before addressing TELUS' arguments relating to the purported harm to the Government 

of Canada and competition, these Reply Comments first provide some necessary background in 

                                                 
1  Telecom Decision 2010-11 (the subject of the Petition), which sought to review and vary Telecom 

Decision 2009-85. 
2  Petition, paragraph 3. 
3  The Supreme of Canada indicated it was Parliament's intention to provide the Commission with "flexible and 

versatile" rate-making powers in Bell Canada v. Canada (CRTC), [1989] 1 S.C.R. 1722 at p.1741, and noted that 
"[a] central responsibility of the CRTC is to determine and approve just and reasonable rates to be charged for 
telecommunications services", an issue that goes "to the very heart of the CRTC's specialized expertise" in Bell 
Canada v. Bell Aliant Regional Communications, 2009 SCC 40, [2009] 2 S.C.R. 764 at paras 34 and 36.  While 
this does not legally prevent the Governor-in-Council from reviewing a rate-setting decision of the Commission, it 
supports that the exercise of the Commission's rate-setting powers in Telecom Decision 2009-85 and Telecom 
Decision 2010-11, which was very focused and factual, does not require Cabinet to use its section 12 oversight 
power in order to "respond to the political, economic or social concerns of the moment" as such power was 
described in Inuit Tapirisat of Canada v. Canada (Attorney General), [1980] 2 S.C.R. 735 at p.755. 
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order to illustrate how the dispute between Bell Canada and PWGSC (and the decisions 

resolving it) really stems from TELUS' extraordinary delay in providing PWGSC with the 

services it was contractually bound to provide. 

 

2.0 FACTUAL CONTEXT BEHIND THE COMMISSION DECISIONS 
 

5. Before addressing the lack of public policy merits of the Petition, it is essential to place it 

in its proper context.  Tables 1 and 2, below, provide a visual map of the sequence of events 

leading to the Petition, broken down for ease of presentation between the pre- and post-2008 

periods. 

Table 1 
 

Timeline (to 2008) 
 

 

 

6. The relevant historical context begins when, six years into a seven-year contract with 

Bell Canada, PWGSC issued a request for proposal (RFP) in 2006, which featured a one-year 

transition period from June 2007 to June 2008 for the new supplier to transition the network in 

question, which transition period was freely chosen by PWGSC.  TELUS did not challenge this 

tender requirement, and submitted a winning bid in full knowledge that it would be given one 

year to transition the network.  To further facilitate the transition of services from Bell Canada to 

TELUS, Bell Canada agreed (at PWGSC's request) to grant PWGSC a series of 18 one-month 

extensions (at rates approved by the Commission) starting in June 2007, thereby enabling a 

migration period of up to 18 months.  Bell Canada therefore enabled a 6-month buffer over the 
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original tender's 12-month transition requirement.  This Bell Canada tariffed extension ran until 

December 2008. 

 

7. Not only did TELUS fail to migrate PWGSC's services by the RFP deadline of 

June 2008, but by November 2008, at least 90% of the PWGSC services won by TELUS were 

still provided to PWGSC over Bell Canada's network.  Realizing that TELUS would also fail to 

deliver by December 2008, at which time PWGSC's extended agreement with Bell Canada 

would expire, PWGSC applied to the Commission to determine what rates should apply after 

December 2008 for Bell Canada's continued services.  PWGSC's application raised no 

concerns whatsoever about the length or appropriateness of the transition period it had 

requested in its RFP, about the 18-month extension period or rates granted by Bell Canada, 

from June 2007 to December 2008 or about Bell Canada's behaviour regarding TELUS' 

struggles with the migration.  In fact, in the CRTC hearing stemming from this PWGSC 

application, PWGSC specifically stated that "No, Bell did not take any action that would have 

been intended or had any significant effect in impeding the migration from TSRP [the prior Bell 

solution] to GDMS [the TELUS solution]4" 

 
Table 2 

 
Timeline (2009 to now) 

 
Issues surrounding the evolution of the provision of telecommunications services to DND  

 

 
4  Paragraph 372 of public version of 22 January 2009 hearing transcripts. 
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8. Ruling on PWGSC's application in January 2009 in Decision 2009-85, the Commission 

notably recognized that Bell Canada's continued provision of services after December 2008 was 

"necessary due to delays not occasioned by Bell Canada and that it would incur additional costs 

to provide such services", that there "have been significant delays in the transition to TCC 

[TELUS] as the new service provider", and in respect of the term of the new agreement between 

PWGSC and Bell Canada, that a longer term was preferable to a shorter term which may prove 

insufficient to allow migration to TELUS: 

 
"33. The Commission notes, however, that PWGSC's proposal assumes 
disconnection of all the Other Services within X months.  Based on the past 
failures to accurately predict the time required for transition and the amount of 
work left to be done, the Commission considers that there is a significant risk that 
DND will not have issued disconnect orders to Bell Canada for all remaining 
Other Services within PWGSC's proposed transition schedule.  Given that 
national security is involved, the Commission considers that a proposal that 
would limit Bell Canada's contractual obligation to provide the Other Services to 
X months is unacceptable.   

 
34. The Commission considers that Bell Canada's proposal for an X-plus-.5X-
month transition period for the Other Services provides for a more realistic and 
orderly transition time frame…" 

 

9. With respect to the pricing of the services over the X plus .5X month transition period, 

the Commission found that: 

 
"34. …As noted above, Bell Canada's pricing proposal includes significant 
financial incentives to PWGSC for timely disconnection.  The Commission 
considers that Bell Canada's proposal better reflects the significant risk that 
PWGSC will continue to require some Other Services from Bell Canada for more 
than X months, while passing through Bell Canada's cost savings should 
PWGSC meet its X-month target.   
 
35. Further, the Commission considers that Bell Canada's proposed pricing 
provides an appropriate basis for establishing just and reasonable rates in 
accordance with subsection 27(1) of the Act.  The Commission notes, for 
example,   
 the unplanned capital investments in equipment and software necessary to 
maintain the network past the extended contract period;  
  
 the integrated nature of the network, which requires Bell Canada to maintain 
dedicated support resources and associated facilities until all Transition Services 
are disconnected; and  
  
 the additional risks associated with the tail-end loading of disconnect orders."   
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10. This last point, the tail-end loading of disconnect orders, refers to the fact that PWGSC 

would be issuing to Bell Canada a vast number of disconnect orders late in the process, 

stretching Bell Canada's technical resources and imposing additional costs on Bell Canada, 

rather than evenly spreading out the disconnect orders over the TELUS migration period that 

had originally been forecasted (from June 2007 to December 2008). 

 

11. Based on the specific facts before it, the Commission concluded in Decision 2009-85 

that Bell Canada's last offer to PWGSC, which committed to provide the services in dispute for 

up to X plus .5X months with incentives for early disconnection, was appropriate. 

 

12. In July 2009, TELUS filed a review and vary application of Decision 2009-85 (which is 

essentially an appeal of the original Commission decision back to the Commission), on the 

basis that it now expected to be finished its migration sometime before December 2009.  The 

Commission denied this review and vary application in Decision 2010-11, which is now the 

subject of this Petition.  The Commission rightly concluded that the possibility that TELUS may 

complete its migration by the end of 2009, no matter how remote it seemed back in 

January 2009 (when Decision 2009-85 was issued), was already considered and factored into 

the Commission's approval of the early termination incentives structure of the PWGSC/Bell 

Canada agreement. 

 
"22. The Commission notes that its determinations specifically contemplated that, 
despite the delays experienced at the time, the migration to TCC's network could 
be completed within the target established by PWGSC.  Further, the Commission 
notes that the terms and conditions of Bell Canada's Proposal #5 provided 
incentives for meeting early disconnection targets, and also flexibility should 
additional time be required for the migration to TCC's network.  Under the 
situation where PWGSC has disconnected the Other Services within the X 
months, the Commission expects that PWGSC will benefit from a significant 
reduction in the value of the contract as a result of receiving the disconnection 
incentives."5 

 

13. In April 2010, TELUS filed yet another review and vary application with the Commission 

(yet another appeal back to the Commission), on the grounds this time that the Commission's 

decisions are wrong because they failed to consider how they harm competition.  With respect 

to this same dispute regarding the PWGSC rates, TELUS has also, in parallel to its multiple 

proceedings before the Commission, filed an appeal before the Federal Court of Appeal (which 

was heard earlier this June) and, obviously, this Petition. 

 
5  Decision 2010-11. 
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14. TELUS' claim that PWGSC is paying services to Bell Canada "for services not actually 

received or used by DND" fails to admit that (i) PWGSC derived real value from Bell Canada's 

firm commitment to provide services for up to X plus .5X months (guaranteeing continuity of 

services for national defense telecom applications), (ii) PWGSC benefited from incentives for 

early disconnection and that (iii) Bell Canada incurred unanticipated costs from having to, in 

effect, insure PWGSC against TELUS' deficiencies.  The Commission's decisions in this matter 

are completely justified.  TELUS is refusing to take responsibility for its mistakes and is now 

blaming the CRTC for the financial consequences of TELUS' failure to meet contractual 

commitments to PWGSC. 

 

3.0 NO HARM TO THE GOVERNMENT OF CANADA OR COMPETITION 
 

15. TELUS claims in its Petition that the Commission decisions harm the Government of 

Canada and that the cost of these errors "is passed to the carrier competing with the incumbent 

provider Bell."6  TELUS fails, however, to indicate that it is currently indemnifying, in some 

fashion, PWGSC for any extra charges it is paying Bell Canada.  PWGSC is not harmed by the 

Commission decisions:  it is paying just and reasonable rates to Bell Canada in exchange for 

quality services and continuity, and it is compensated by TELUS for expenditures in excess of 

those it would have paid under its RFP contract with TELUS.  Taxpayers are not suffering any 

prejudice. 

 

16. Competition is not harmed either.  No matter how TELUS tries to characterize the issue, 

the decisions were never about customer migrations generally, but rather about the appropriate 

rates in the unique circumstances brought forward by PWGSC in its November 2008 

application, which asked the Commission to set just and reasonable rates for the delivery of 

services to PWGSC by Bell Canada after December 2008, now that an 18-month transition 

framework was about to expire and that the new supplier, TELUS, was still unable to deliver 

upon its service commitment. 

 
17. For the Commission decisions to "chill" competition, as alleged by TELUS, similar issues 

to the PWGSC/Bell/TELUS situation would need to be regularly encountered whenever a very 

large business customer wishes to change suppliers."7  This is a very peculiar position for 

TELUS to take, implying as it does that TELUS would be unable to ever meet (generous) 

                                                 
6  Petition, section 1.0 and paragraph 4. 
7  Ibid., paragraph 13. 
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migration deadlines to which it commits whenever a very large business customer switches to 

TELUS.  Indeed it is rather obvious that the decisions precisely relate to the specific TELUS 

debacle with PWGSC and are not meant to be a pronouncement or precedential regarding large 

customer migrations generally. 

 

18. Finally, TELUS argues that the decisions establish "a dangerous precedent which will 

dampen competitive bidding on all other large network contracts"8.  Bell Canada disagrees that 

the decisions (especially since they did not create a new regulatory regime) will affect in any 

way the state of competition in the large business market segment.  In the case of PWGSC, as 

described above, TELUS was only able to provide PWGSC with the services under dispute in 

this Petition by late 2009, more than two years after it won the tender, and its provisioning 

difficulties were well documented prior to the issuance of Decision 2009-85.   Even today, 

TELUS still does not offer directly all the services it won in 2007.  Bell Canada notes as well, for 

instance, that TELUS also appears unable to deliver today the telecommunications services it 

has won through an RFP in 2008 with the City of Montréal9.  In neither of these cases has Bell 

Canada, the incumbent provider, frustrated TELUS' migration efforts.  These facts suggest that 

TELUS' inability to abide by timely service commitments is the real cause of TELUS' alleged 

hesitation in bidding for services to certain large customers. 

 

4.0 CONCLUSION 
 

19. In conclusion, Bell Canada submits that the decisions (including Decision 2010-11, 

which is the specific one subject to this Petition) are correctly based on the unique 

circumstances arising from TELUS' unprecedented and extraordinary delay in providing 

PWGSC with the services it required.  There is no harm to competition.  There is no harm to the 

Government of Canada, PWGSC or taxpayers. 

 

20. TELUS has already tried to review and vary the rates PWGSC must pay Bell Canada, 

and failed.  It currently already has outstanding yet another appeal before the Commission, and 

a companion appeal before the Federal Court of Appeal which was heard by the court on 

16 June 2010.  There is no need for the Governor-in-Council to refer the matter back to the 

Commission when it already twice has been seized of the issue.  Moreover, TELUS' practical 

                                                 
8  Petition, paragraph 4. 
9  See La Presse, 18 May 2010, « Transfert des services téléphoniques: le vérificateur appelle la police » 

http://www.cyberpresse.ca/actualites/regional/montreal/201005/18/01-4281378-transfert-des-services-
telephoniques-le-verificateur-appelle-la-police.php.  A copy of this article is attached to these Reply Comments 
as Schedule 1. 

 

http://www.cyberpresse.ca/actualites/regional/montreal/201005/18/01-4281378-transfert-des-services-telephoniques-le-verificateur-appelle-la-police.php
http://www.cyberpresse.ca/actualites/regional/montreal/201005/18/01-4281378-transfert-des-services-telephoniques-le-verificateur-appelle-la-police.php
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interest boils down to the specific rates paid by PWGSC to Bell Canada, and for which TELUS 

indirectly must compensate PWGSC.  This is not a broad public policy issue which warrants 

Cabinet's time or intervention.  TELUS is requesting that Cabinet micro-manage the 

Commission's rate-setting for PWGSC, a fact-specific exercise squarely within the 

Commission's area of expertise and for which Cabinet, with all due respect, is not the 

appropriate agency.  Bell Canada therefore requests that the Governor-in-Council deny TELUS' 

Petition. 

 

*** End of Document *** 


